THE JUNE MEETING IN SEATTLE

The six hundred ninety-fifth meeting of the American Mathematical Society was held at the University of Washington in Seattle, Washington, on Saturday, June 17, 1972. The meeting was held in conjunction with Northwest Sectional meetings of the Mathematical Association of America and the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics. There were 180 registrants at the meeting, including 111 members of the Society.

By invitation of the Committee to Select Hour Speakers for Far Western Sectional Meetings, there were two invited addresses. Professor Donald E. Sarason of the University of California, Berkeley, lectured on *Algebras of functions on the unit circle*. He was introduced by Professor Edwin Hewitt. Professor Peter Crawley of the California Institute of Technology and Brigham Young University spoke on *Extensions of Ulm's theorem for abelian p-groups*. He was introduced by Professor Ross A. Beaumon*.

There were three sessions for contributed papers; they were chaired by Professors William S. Eberly, Thomas W. Hungerford, and André L. Yandl.
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